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Executive Summary
In October 2000, the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council and the National
Archivist of Canada established a Working Group of research and archival experts and
asked them to assess the need for a national research data access, preservation and
management system. After compiling extensive evidence for the need of such a service to
support the knowledge creation work of Canada’s social sciences and humanities
research community, the Working Group now offers recommendations for the creation of
a new national research data archival service. This service would have three core
functions:
• Preserving research data that is complied by researchers, and preserving data
compiled by government agencies, polling firms and other organizations that can be
used by researchers to generate new knowledge;
• Managing the data held, including ensuring quality; selecting data for retention;
developing and applying standards for metadata, authentication and security; and
migrating data across technologies;
• Providing access to research data, including Web-based delivery systems, cataloguing
services, user and depositor agreements to protect confidentiality and intellectual
property rights, and connections to other data depositories around the world.
In addition, the Working Group recommends that a new National Research Data Archive
Network undertake a number of other functions, including providing advanced training in
data handling techniques, represent Canadian interests in the development of
international data standards, promote data sharing as a best practice in research,
undertake research in information and archival sciences, and act as a central hub and coordinating body for a network of data services in Canadian research institutions.
Digital information compiled for research purposes is playing an increasingly important
role in today’s knowledge economy. In many ways, data is the fuel driving innovation
and our capacity to address complex social and economic problems. Although billions of
dollars are spent each year collecting data, Canada lacks the necessary infrastructure to
ensure these data are preserved and made publicly available. This limits the returns that
can be made on our public investments in research and undermines good public
stewardship.
Many of the building blocks necessary for the creation of a National Research Data
Archive are already in place. University data services, high-speed transmission networks,
legal and ethical guidelines and frameworks, potential partner institutions, various data
depository and access portal initiatives, and an active data-producing research community
already exist. The missing element is a preservation, co-ordination and management
service.
Almost all developed countries have recognized the need for a national research data
service, and some have more than a generation of experience in their operation. Canada is
in a position to learn from this experience while developing a research data service that
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fits our unique institutional and cultural context. We now have the technological capacity
and expertise to create a “trusted system” that provides Canadians with an accessible and
comprehensive service empowering researchers to locate, request, retrieve and use data
resources in a simple, seamless and cost effective way, while at the same time protecting
the privacy, confidentiality and intellectual property rights of those involved. The start-up
infrastructure costs for this service could be funded through the Canada Foundation for
Innovation. The annual operating costs for a comprehensive facility and network are
benchmarked in the area of $3 million.
The Working Group offers three options for the creation of a National Research Data
Archive Network:
1) Through federal legislation, create a National Research Data Archive Network as a
modified version of a Separate Statutory Agency. This is the ideal approach to
building a full-service, trusted agency, composed of a central data preservation and
management facility and a series of access and service nodes located in research
institutions. It takes full advantage of existing research infrastructure, has long-term
stability, a direct connection to research data users and producers, and the capacity to
represent Canada’s interests in the development of international data standards.
2) Create a National Research Data Archive Network under the auspices of the Social
Sciences and Humanities Research Council. This approach captures the
characteristics of the first model, but does not require legislation. It benefits from a
direct, immediate connection with researchers and established accountability and
funding structures.
3) Create a Special Operating Agency within the National Archives of Canada. As a
stand-alone division within the National Archives, this approach takes advantage of
existing archival infrastructure and expertise. This has not been the preferred
approach in other countries, because the core mission of a national archive and a
national research data service are fundamentally different. Nevertheless, as a Special
Operating Agency, the service could potentially have both stability and the capacity
to develop a trusted research data preservation, management and access system.
As a next step, the Working Group recommends that SSHRC and the National Archivist
create a Steering Committee to select the appropriate approach to setting up a National
Research Data Archive Network, or research data archiving service, further define the
characteristics and funding requirements for such a service, and promote its
establishment.
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National Data Archive Consultation
Final Report
Building Infrastructure for Access to and Preservation of Research
Data in Canada
1. Introduction
The network of institutions and agencies that make up the infrastructure supporting
Canada’s knowledge economy currently has a serious gap. Canada lacks a national
agency to preserve, catalogue and provide systematic, efficient and convenient access to
research data. This digital information enables researchers to substantiate existing
knowledge, replicate and verify research findings and explore and create new knowledge.
Effective access to, and use of, research data can play a central role in Canada’s
innovative capacity. The necessary infrastructure, however, must be in place.
In October 2000, the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council and the National
Archivist of Canada mandated a Working Group of research and archival experts to
consult with the research and archival communities and assess the need for a national
data archiving service or function. After completing this assessment, and compiling
extensive evidence for the need of such a service, the Working Group investigated
research data archives in other countries and explored possible approaches to building
such a core research facility in Canada.
The Working Group now recommends the establishment of a Canadian agency to close
this gap in the infrastructure of the Canadian knowledge economy – the creation and
long-term, stable support of a National Research Data Archive.
Today, almost all research takes place in a digital environment. Complex multi-layered
statistical databases, digital maps and images, and encoded texts are now commonplace
tools for researchers. Although these resources have dramatically expanded the scope of
research, and increased its efficiency, the institutional structures required to preserve,
manage and make accessible that digital information have not kept pace. This situation
undermines the innovative capacity of Canadian researchers and places tens of millions
of dollars worth of highly valuable research data at risk.
To build a knowledge society, to foster innovation, and to deal with pressing, complex
social, political and economic problems depends in large part on the discovery of
knowledge through research. In order to be responsive and efficient, while incorporating
multiple perspectives, researchers require access to, and sharing of, a wide variety of
research data. For this to happen, infrastructure is necessary. Today, many elements are
in place – university research libraries and data services, research support councils, high-
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speed data transmission networks – but one vital element, a facility for storing,
distributing and preserving research data is missing.
Good public stewardship demands that public investment in research data realise
maximum returns. In order to maximise returns, research data should be used as many
times, and in as many different situations, as possible. This can only happen if we put in
place effective research data infrastructure. The cost of inaction not only puts our
investments in science at risk, it undermines one of the core responsibilities of
government.

2. What is Research Data Archiving?
Unlike many forms of traditional archiving, research data archiving is not about keeping
records for legal, historical or cultural purposes; it is about meeting the needs of
researchers operating in today’s digital environment. The core mission of a research data
archive is not to preserve the recorded memory of a group, organization or nation, but to
provide a vital service to the research community.
Although there are many emerging institutional needs related to digital materials, the
Working Group examined only the data access, management and preservation needs of
the research community, mainly the social sciences and humanities. From this
perspective, the Working Group defined the process of research data archiving as
preserving, managing and making publicly accessible digital information structured
through research methods with the aim of producing new knowledge. This process
provides stewardship for those outputs of research that exist between initial information
and published results. Acquisitions would include digital information produced by
researchers and of interest to researchers, subject to the limitations of financial resources
and retention protocols developed by research data archivists and the research community
itself.
National research data agencies and archives in other countries provide a broad range of
access, preservation, and management services to their respective research communities,
including on-site and off-site storage, access to catalogues and data sets through the
Internet, retention protocols, metadata creation, migration of data across software and
hardware systems, training and developing international standards. In offering these
services, they play an active and crucial role as information and knowledge brokers.
I see a National Data Archive as an institution that is trusted and recognized as having
the Canadian mandate to preserve research data, to work with other governmental and
non-governmental agencies in ensuring that their data management practices
incorporate preservation standards, to work closely with other Canadian institutions
charged with preserving Canada's heritage to guard against gaps in responsibilities, to
co-ordinate and represent Canada in international research data exchanges and
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in the development of related standards, to provide access to these data, to educate
Canadians about the use of research data, to contribute to new research by helping
create new data from archived data, to help safeguard privacy in Canadian society
in light of massive amounts of stored digital information on individuals, and to conduct
research and development into all aspects of data preservation.
Charles Humphrey, Data Librarian, University of Alberta, NDAC
Working Group Member

3. The Need for a National Research Data Archive
As one of the Working Group members put it, an unprecedented firestorm is now
incinerating Canada’s digital research wealth. Although this may seem an overstatement,
it is a deep-seated concern shared by many archivists, librarians and researchers around
the world.1
Research information in digital form is extremely fragile yet capable of being collected in
huge quantities. Today, we are only beginning to understand how to preserve and manage
this information effectively. Although there are no easy short-cuts for dealing with such
issues as media obsolescence, digital “rust”, copyright, confidentiality, the creation of
national and international standards, and the limitations of the current research culture,
avoiding or ignoring them will prove costly in the long run.
In the initial phase of the National Data Archive Consultation, the Working Group sought
input from a broad range of stakeholders who use, manage and produce research data
related to the social sciences and humanities. The objective was to assess the need for a
national research data archival service or function (see Appendix E). This assessment
brought to light a number of structural gaps:
•
•

•

1

Currently, there is no national institution preserving, managing and making research
data publicly accessible on the scale required to support the Canadian research
community. The National Archives of Canada does not have the resources to do so;
University research data services have neither the resources nor the responsibility to
act as nationally-oriented research data archives. Although they are struggling to fill
the gap left by the absence of a national data archival service, university data services
are, in general, only mandated to provide local patrons with access to readilyavailable data;
The SSHRC Data Archiving Policy, which directs the researchers it supports to
deposit their data with university data services, has not achieved its objectives. In
fact, over an eleven-year period only 10 data sets have been deposited with the
university data depositories listed in the SSHRC Guide. Although some researchers

Numerous organizations are currently wrestling with research data archiving policies and structures,
including the Library of Congress, the Economic and Social Research Council of the United Kingdom, the
U.S. National Institutes of Health, the U.S. National Archives and Records Administration and the National
Research Council, the International Council for Scientific and Technical Information, and the International
Council of Scientific Unions.
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•

•

are reluctant to share their data, it would be unethical for SSHRC to enforce this
policy in the absence of a facility that would allow researchers to abide by the
regulations;
Canada has no co-ordinated voice in setting international research data standards, in
metadata schemes such as Data Documentation Initiative, in tools for data access
such as the Networked Social Science Tools and Resources (NESSTAR) project, and
in collaborative international infrastructure projects such as the European Union
Frameworks. As well, Canada lacks national representation on the International
Federation of Data Organizations or participation in the initiatives of the Council of
European Social Science Data Archives;
One of the paramount problems researchers face today is difficulty in locating data
relevant to their research. There is no ‘union list’ or catalogue of data sets held by
data producers, distributors or other researchers. As a result, researchers may
needlessly replicate costly studies, rely on anecdotal rather than empirical evidence,
or use substitute data from other countries. Potentially, a national data service could
place information about data sources, as well as the data itself, directly on the
researchers’ desktops, thereby saving time, money.

As well, a National Research Data Archive could serve fundamental needs by:
•

•

Ensuring the authenticity of research data, a growing concern among both research
data producers and data users. Authentication procedures embedded in the process of
creation, transmission, receipt, use, maintenance and preservation of data files are the
most effective way to ensure the authenticity of data over time. Currently, we have
neither national standards of this kind nor any agency to oversee their application;
Reformulating and articulating, at the national level, security standards that protect
data adequacy and consistency. These standards should address: (1) methods for
identifying data assets and risk-management procedures for assessing vulnerabilities;
(2) identification of legal, statutory, regulatory and contractual requirements,
including ethics guidelines and intellectual property rights; and (3) a set of principles,
methods and procedures that organisations must follow to ensure the reliable creation,
secure maintenance, confidential use and authentic preservation of their data.

If Canada were to build a National Research Data Archive, would it be used? Ample
experience in other countries shows that data usage is growing in number of users and
frequency (see Appendix C).
Among the top ten most popular data sets requested by users of the UK Data Archive in
the 2000/01 fiscal year, four of these titles were from government departments, two were
co-sponsored by government departments, and four were sponsored by a major research
granting agency.
UK Data Archive Annual Report 2000/01
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Two of the most common measures of activity levels of data archives are the size of their
collections and the number of patrons whom they serve. For example, last year, the
ICPSR at the University of Michigan added 1,835 data files to its collection, an eightpercent increase from the previous year. At the same time, it disseminated five thousand
gigabytes of data to its patrons. During the same period, the UK Data Archive processed
over 500 acquisitions and served 1,000 patrons who had placed 2,000 orders for a total of
almost 9,000 data files. Over a three-year period, this was an increase of 2,000 data files
delivered to users.
Several data archives record use statistics based on Web traffic. The Oxford Text
Archive, for example, reported over 18,000 downloads of electronic texts
during1999/2000. This electronic usage outnumbers Oxford Text Archive offline orders
by a factor of 39. In addition to file downloads, the number of user contacts is also
captured from Web statistics. For example, the ICPSR reported a substantial growth in
patron contacts as a result of more users relying on the Internet for research and teaching.
Over the past three years, during which more ICPSR resources were made available
online, the agency reports an increase of more than one thousand gigabytes of data being
accessed.
Data archives also maintain use statistics for other services. For example, the ICPSR
training program consistently supports a yearly enrolment of between 500 and 540
participants. In another example, the Norwegian Social Science Data Service (NSD)
maintains statistics about researchers' use of their service to investigate projects for legal
compliance. NSD reports that this service has grown as much as 65% in a given year.
Reference services usually maintain their own statistics. During 2000/2001, UK Data
Archive staff fielded 332 post-order inquiries for assistance with data files, which
represents just one aspect of reference services. During 2000 the Archaeology Data
Service reported 174 total inquiries, with questions touching upon catalogue use,
technical assistance, and general archaeology information. The History Data Service
received approximately 480 general reference inquiries during this same period. As well
as reference support, the Oxford Text Archive provided technical assessments for 125
grant applications.
Another statistic used by some data archives is the volume of licenses for software that
their service develops and distributes. For example, NSDstat, which is developed and
distributed by NSD, is licensed to approximately 2,000 institutions in Norway and 200
organizations internationally. While an exact number of individual users per license is
unknown, experience indicates that several individuals have access to NSDstat through a
single copy of the license.
Larger data archives also record statistics about their international activities. For
example, the German Central Archive for Empirical Social Research (ZA) reports that
they consistently have 50 international scholars each year doing on-site research with
data at the ZA EUROLAB. The ZA also integrates the data and documentation for a
number of international projects, including the International Social Survey Program for
38 countries and the Eurobarometers for the European Commission.
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Overall, data archives that offer comprehensive services (including training, software
development, and online access to data files) demonstrate significant use by researchers
of a national and international scope. In every case, this use is growing.
There are many reasons to share data from NIH-supported studies. Sharing data
reinforces open scientific inquiry, encourages diversity of analysis and opinion, promotes
new research, makes possible the testing of new or alternative hypotheses and methods of
analysis, supports studies on data collection methods and measurement, facilitates the
education of new researchers, enables the exploration of topics not envisioned by the
initial investigators, and permits the creation of new data sets when data from multiple
sources are combined. By avoiding the duplication of expensive data collection activities,
the NIH is able to support more investigators than it could if similar data had to be
collected de novo by each applicant.
National Institutes of Health (US),
Policy Statement on Sharing Research Data

4. The Building Blocks of a National Research Data Archive
Over the past several years, the Government of Canada has taken major steps towards
building a comprehensive and coherent research infrastructure and research support
system in Canada. Measures such as the creation of the Canada Foundation for
Innovation and the building of CA*Net3 have gone a long way towards filling existing
gaps. One of the few gaps remaining, however, is a facility or institution with the
responsibility for ensuring preservation of, and access to, research data. Nevertheless,
Canada already has many building blocks for this agency in place.
University Data Services – Perhaps the most important of these building blocks are the
existing university data services. Although limited resources prevent them from acting as
full-service agencies, the university data services have the potential to be nodes of a
National Research Data Archive. This has been strengthened enormously through the
experience of the Data Liberation Initiative, where librarians and data archivists from 66
universities have come together to form a consortium to improve access to Statistics
Canada data. These dedicated professionals remain in close contact with each other,
sharing best practices, information about data sources, ways to improve services for their
clients, and the latest advances in technical capacities and standards. With sufficient
resources, university data services could form a comprehensive, nation-wide network of
contact points for researchers who wish to access research data collected by others,
deposit data they collected themselves, seek training in advanced statistical and data
handling skills, and obtain advice on how to conform to data standards and best practices.
Perhaps more importantly in the long run, the network of university data services
personnel could act as a feedback system from users, helping to shape and improve the
services provided by a National Research Data Archive, and ultimately the knowledge
created by Canada’s researchers.
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Canadian Archival Institutions – As with university data services, those Canadian
archival institutions with a specific research mandate offer other potential nodes in a
National Research Data Archive network. They exist in local, regional and institutional
environments, either as independent entities, as part of a parent institution, or within
municipal, provincial and federal levels of government. Furthermore, they exist in many
communities that do not host universities. While Canadian archives have, until recently,
dealt primarily with non-digital records, their community infrastructure, descriptive
standards, best practices, extensive experience with privacy protection and copyright, etc.
all provide a firm basis from which to develop the knowledge and skills to participate in a
national research data network.
International Representation – Although lacking national authority, some university
data services staff currently provide one of Canada’s principal connections with
numerous international bodies and agencies charged with the management of research
data and the establishment of international standards for metadata creation, data sharing,
and preservation. The creation of these standards, agreements and common practices are
vital in a scientific world that increasingly works beyond national borders. Employing
their experience and expertise in a co-ordinated effort will mean that Canada’s interests
are represented when key decisions, with long-term implications, are being made.
Data Transmission Infrastructure – Connecting university data services is CA*Net3,
and soon, CA*Net4, the ultra-high speed national optical data transmission network, built
by CANARIE Inc. Now linking all of Canada’s major research institutions, CA*Net3
provides the extensive pipeline necessary for the nation-wide distribution of research
data. The huge capacity of this network allows for the rapid, efficient and reliable
transmission of very large, complex data sets. This is crucial for the future. Research data
sets are increasing in both size and complexity at an amazing rate.
Management Frameworks – The management frameworks for the use of research data
are just as important as the digital pipelines and access nodes. Because of the sensitive
information contained about individuals, social science data in particular must be
managed within a comprehensive ethical framework, as well as Access to Information
and Privacy legislation. The Tri-Council Guidelines on Research Involving Humans
provides one of these frameworks. These guidelines spell out in general terms the
principles by which a National Research Data Archive should treat privacy and
confidentiality. Along with the university-based Research Ethics Boards, we have both
the rules and the institutional capacity to ensure that information on individual citizens is
protected. These Boards determine the conditions under which sensitive data can be
deposited and released and so constitute a built-in, first stage screening process for a
National Research Data Archive.
Research and Development – In our rapidly developing digital world, many aspects of
handling research data are done without sufficient knowledge. Ensuring the quality,
authenticity and security of research data are examples. A National Research Data
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Archive will be positioned to capitalise on the knowledge emerging from cutting-edge
research in this field, including, for example, the SSHRC-funded InterPares project.
Partner Institutions – Various institutions can play an important role in the operations
and services of a National Research Data Archive. Both the National Archives of Canada
and the National Library of Canada have, over the years, developed significant expertise
with their respective records and in the transition of those records to electronic form.
Storage environments, descriptive standards, physical and logical format migration, and
protection of copyright are just some of the areas where knowledge could be shared and
joint projects undertaken.
Research Data – The central building block of a research data service is the research
data itself. Not all research data sets should be preserved, of course. Some will be of
limited use beyond the project for which they were collected; some will contain personal
identifiers that cannot been effectively removed; some simply re-produce data collected
elsewhere. Determining what should, and what should not, be preserved, however, lies at
the core of archival science, and is critical to an effective partnership between researchers
and data archivists.
The existence of plentiful research data is not in question. In the first phase of the
consultation, the Working Group determined that SSHRC-funded researchers produce, on
average, some 400 data sets each year. Since SSHRC is able to support only a fraction of
the Canadian social sciences and humanities research community, the total number of
data sets produced each year could be three or four times this number. This does not
include those data sets produced by natural scientists, health scientists or research
engineers, but it is not unreasonable to estimate that some 4,000 to 5,000 are produced
annually, all of which are supported by public funds. Although impossible to know in
precise detail, this represents a public investment of tens of millions of dollars annually.
Government Research Data – The Working Group’s investigations of data archives in
other countries revealed that, in the social sciences, government-produced research data
are often more widely used than data produced by researchers themselves. One valuable
role for a new agency would be to provide a preservation facility, catalogue and access
conduit for government collected research data. The Working Group heard testimony on
numerous occasions that accessing such information is, at best, difficult and timeconsuming, and at worst, impossible. Yet, it has been estimated that departments such as
Statistics Canada, HRDC, Health, Natural Resources, Environment, Justice and many
others spend upwards of $1 billion annually on collecting data. Finding effective and
efficient means for researchers to utilise this data is a matter of good public stewardship.2
Preservation Services for Other Research Agencies – Today’s information
technologies greatly facilitate our ability to access, manipulate and apply digital
information to research questions of fundamental importance to Canadians. However, the
long-term preservation of digital research materials is one area, from both a technological
2

Canadian Global Change Program, Data and Information Systems Panel, “Data Policy and Barriers to
Data Access in Canada: Issues for Global Change Research”, (Royal Society of Canada, 1996), p.7.
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and institutional perspective, that has not kept pace. In the research world, the current
emphasis is on compiling and providing access to information, predominantly through the
Internet. Inter-agency cataloguing and preservation services are often considered of
secondary importance or ignored altogether. The Canadian Institute for Health
Information, the Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, the Canadian Information System
for the Environment, GeoConnections, and the recently announced Community Social
Data Strategy of the Canadian Council on Social Development all provide excellent data
access systems, but lack a well considered, adequately supported, long-term data
preservation strategy. One of the most important roles that a National Research Data
Archive can play is providing the preservation services and expertise for these, and many
other, research data access initiatives.
Publicly funded research should require that the data generated, research instruments
employed, design used and sampling frameworks etc. be archived and made available for
other researchers. This would be very important to activities such as fostering
collaborations, longitudinal studies, replication studies, comparative studies, creation of
‘normative’ question designs in certain areas of inquiry, and secondary analyses.
Transparency, accountability and responsibility would be encouraged by requiring the
archiving and access to data. Further, consideration of such data should become a more
central attribute of planning ‘new’ primary research -- less re-inventing the wheel and
more imaginative and creative work might result.
Questionnaire Respondent

5. Towards an Agency Model: Lessons Learned in the International Arena
The Working Group examined all existing national research data archives focusing on the
social science or humanities (see Appendix C). This investigation included face-to-face
interviews with data agency directors, comparative analysis of policies and regulations,
examination of services, mandates, budgets and governing structures. Chief among the
lessons learned are the following:
•
•

•

•

Many countries have long recognized the need for a research data archive to assist
and support the work of the research community. Several of the data archives
examined have been in existence for 30 years or more;
Although many services of a research data archive, particularly those related to access
and training, are best distributed among a number of locations, for reasons of
economy, practicality and effectiveness, preservation, network management and
standards development functions are best performed within one facility;
No two research data archives are the same. Each was established within a specific
national or disciplinary context that reflected the particular needs of the research
community it serves. They range in size from small, disciplinary specific, limited
service organizations to large, multidisciplinary, full service, internationally
networked, R&D focused, national institutions;
Successful research data archives are directly attached to a country’s research
infrastructure, rather than to its archival community. They are characterised by a
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•

•

•
•

•

service orientation that emphasises access to, and preservation of, the most useful
data for research, rather than capturing records of the past;
Research data archiving is a complex and highly technical business. Successful data
archives employ dedicated, professional data experts and place considerable emphasis
on training the next generation of research data managers. Developing highly
qualified personnel serves the needs of both the research community and many other
areas of the public and private sectors that have to deal with large volumes of data;
There is a direct correlation between the funding stability of a research data archive
and its success in supporting the research community. By its very nature, archiving is
a long-term enterprise. The most useful data archives are those that are assured of
their continuing existence;
Although research data archiving requires long-term funding commitments, the
institutional costs are always only a very small fraction of the costs of data collection;
Building trust with both users and producers of research data is vital. If users cannot
rely on the timely and efficient delivery of high quality data, and if depositors are not
convinced that their intellectual rights and the protection of their participants will be
upheld, no one will trust or use the services provided;
The most successful data archives have both institutional independence and
flexibility. They work in close co-operation with numerous government departments
and universities but are not dependent upon any particular one for financial stability
or decision-making. Independence is necessary to ensure that the data access needs of
the research community remain the first priority, rather than the record keeping needs
of government departments or traditional cultural archives. Flexibility is important for
the adoption of new technologies and the ability to respond to the changing needs of
researchers.

The Working Group’s detailed survey of 36 institutions produced three generalised
approaches to preserving and providing access to research data. Each represents the
organizational characteristics of today’s national data archiving services:
•

•

•

A small scale, specialised topical data archive, usually hosted by a university
department, with limited data handling capability, employing off-the-shelf
technology. Clientele are often restricted to one, or a small group, of research
disciplines, and annual operating budgets range from between $200K to $400K.
A medium sized, agency-based data archive, whose parent organization is usually a
national research institute or government department. Often located on a university
campus to better serve its core research clientele, these archives base their mandate,
and subsequent collection activities, on that of their parent agency. Services are
moderately extensive, and staff sometimes take leadership roles in relevant national
and international organizations. Annual budgets range from $500K to $1.5M.
A comprehensive research data archive, servicing a wide variety of communities,
including academic researchers, NGO and government policy analysts, public
archival agencies, and individual citizens. Often established through legislation, such
data archives are recognized as a national institutions responsible for the general
principles and specific duties outlined in their founding Acts. Through one or more
physical locations, and extensive use of the Internet, a comprehensive range of
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services are provided, often including specialised training, educational outreach,
technical support and R&D. Data management capabilities are extensive and often
developed in-house. Such agencies have established working relationships with other
national institutions and government departments, and staff are often leaders of
international associations and actively engage in international data exchanges. Annual
budgets range from $3M to $6M.
Benefits of Depositing and Archiving Data:
* Reinforces open scientific inquiry;
* Encourages diversity of analysis and opinions;
* Promotes new research and allows for the testing of
new or alternative methods;
* Improves methods of data collection and measurements
through the scrutiny of others;
* Reduces costs by avoiding duplicate data collection efforts;
* Provides an important resource for training in research;
* Ensures the safekeeping of data;
* Allows owners to avoid the administrative tasks associated
with external users and their queries;
* Fulfils grant obligations regarding making funded research
available to the research community;
* Enables researchers to demonstrate continued use of the
data after the original research is completed.
Inter-University Consortium for Political and
Social Research Web Site, University of Michigan

6. Core Principles and Assumptions
The Working Group concluded that a National Research Data Archive should operate
according to a set of core principles. The overall objective should be to create a “trusted
system” that provides the research community with an accessible and comprehensive
service empowering end users to locate, request, retrieve and use data resources in a
simple, seamless and cost effective way. Such a system should follow these core
principles:
1) A National Research Data Archive should support the creation of knowledge by being
an integral part of the research process and should aid discovery and decision-making
in Canada, including the formation of public policy, by preserving and making
accessible sources of evidence;
2) Whenever possible, access to research data should be as open as possible and free of
charge;
3) Ensuring confidentiality, privacy and the protection of human research participants
should be paramount in all operations;
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4) Data collected with the use of public funds should remain publicly available, subject
only to conditions of fair prior use by the depositor and the ethical and legal
provisions under which the data were collected.
The Working Group heard on numerous occasions, and from many authoritative and
experienced sources, that establishing trust is the key factor in building a successful
research data access and preservation system. This can only be accomplished if the
institution’s users and depositors know that the archive is an integral part of their research
processes, that it will provide useful services, and that it will add value to their work.
Moreover, the data service must support and actively up-hold established regulations and
guidelines regarding protection of confidentiality, privacy and intellectual property. Most
importantly, in order to be a trusted system, a new agency must have long-term stability,
both in its institutional structure and financing. This is one of the hard lessons learned by
many data archives around the world. The source of mandate, governance, accountability
and a stable, long-term commitment to providing the necessary financial resources
determine success or failure.

7. Options for Canada
Drawing on these lessons and consultations with the research community, the Working
Group concluded that Canada would be best served by an agency with the following
general characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A comprehensive mandate derived from, and responsive to, the needs of a wide
variety of stakeholders;
Dedication to society and the individual as the core subjects and scope of the target
data;
A service orientation that emphasises both preservation and access;
Protection of privacy and confidentiality as a core element of its operating principles;
The ability to process data according to international standards, engage in
international data exchanges, and represent Canadian interests in international
negotiations;
The capacity to conduct advanced research and development in archival and
information sciences;
Application of the latest information and communications technologies to maximise
access to research data while reducing the time and cost burdens on researchers;
The capacity to educate and train both the producers and users of research data and
the next generation of data management professionals;
Established, on-going working relationships with other national agencies and
organizations, such as the National Archives and National Library, as well as extragovernmental agencies such as CANARIE Inc.;
Institutional memberships and other formal data exchange agreements with major
data archives outside Canada, such as the ICPSR in the United States and the
European CESSDA network;
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•

Public funding, on a long-term sustained basis, as its principal source of support. This
could be supplemented by the sale of value-added data products and consultation
services to for-profit organizations, but should not constitute core funding.

The Canadian context, however, shows that a National Research Data Archive must also
have the following specific traits:
•
•
•
•
•

•

A fully bilingual service;
Access to research data produced by all levels of government, while respecting
federal and provincial jurisdictional boundaries in areas such as education and health;
Respect for, and assistance in developing, Canadian intellectual property, copyright,
privacy and confidentiality legislation, regulations and guidelines;
Close working relationships with major Canadian data producers such as Statistics
Canada and provincial statistical agencies;
Use and support of existing research infrastructure, research support services and
funding support programs, including existing university data services and research
libraries, the research support councils, the Canada Foundation for Innovation, the
Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics, the Canadian Institute for Health Information;
Interest in research data from both the social sciences and humanities, and, where
appropriate, the natural sciences, health sciences and engineering.

Data archiving involves the long-term commitment to the resources, expertise, and public
service required to ensure perpetual access to data files, to describe and document the
files, and to provide access to and intellectual control of those files. One of the reasons
why researchers may not be excited about this issue is that it is difficult to find out what
data have been collected. It only makes sense to use economies of scale and centralize
the resources required for an enterprise of this magnitude.
Questionnaire Respondent
A Canadian National Research Data Archive should meet data preservation and access
needs, as well as push the boundaries of information and archival science. It should build
on existing research infrastructure while learning the lessons provided by a generation of
data archiving experience in other countries. Most importantly, it must be successfully
adapted to fit the Canadian social and institutional context, while meeting the public need
for accountability and effective governance.
In exploring how a National Research Data Archive could be created, the Working group
examined existing federally-funded university research centres, sought advice from the
Privy Council Office and used the guidelines provided by the Treasury Board’s
Framework for Alternative Program Delivery. The Working Group considered six
possible options and discussed each in detail; reviewing institutional and governance
structures, requirements for start-up and long-term stability, and both strengths and
weaknesses from the perspectives of data users and producers (See Appendix D).
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The Working Group first explored the option of creating a new division or Special
Operating Agency within an existing national institution such as the National Archives or
National Library of Canada. While the mandate of the National Archives is broad enough
to extend to unpublished research data, its current level of funding could not support a
move into such a new area of service, while it simultaneously responds to the
government-wide challenges of information management in the era of e-government, the
transition of its records into electronic form and the extensive digitization of its existing
holdings. Furthermore, the failure of an earlier attempt to create a data archives division
within the National Archives (1973-1986) suggests a disjunction between the broad
cultural preservation role of the National Archives and the specific service role that a
National Research Data Archive would be called on to play within Canada’s research
infrastructure. These differences extend from acquisition strategies to available staff
expertise, current descriptive practices and the needs of clientele.
The National Library of Canada does collect a limited number of research data sets that
meet the definition of “publications”. These are, however, a small sub-set of the research
data sets requiring preservation in Canada. As with the National Archives, preserving,
maintaining and providing access to the two institution’s current holdings do not require
the extensive knowledge of quantitative research methodology, statistics and advanced
computing skills necessary to meet the needs of those who would use a National
Research Data Network. The Working Group believes that the unique requirements of the
research community, and the research data they use, could marginalize the activities of a
research data archive within these existing institutions, thus undermining the long-term
stability needed for success.
Another option that the Working Group examined was the creation of what the Treasury
Board refers to as a Public Partnership. This involves establishing an agency as a
partnership between federal and provincial levels of government. Although this route has
certain interesting aspects, it does not lend itself to the building of direct connections with
the university and non-governmental research communities. As national data archives in
other countries have learned, this is a crucial element in building a trusted system.
A Separate Statutory Agency or Departmental Corporation has many of the
characteristics necessary for a robust, full-service and effective National Research Data
Archive. It would be a permanent institution secured by legislation. It would be an
element within the policy framework of the Innovation Agenda, focused on research,
capacity building, stewardship and international competitiveness. It would have clear
lines of authority and accountability, and a ministerial champion. Funding would be
secure, stable and from a single source. Like Statistics Canada, it would have the
potential, and the means, to develop a reputation as a “trusted system”, and could have
official national representation status in the international arena. The one important
element missing is a direct connection with the research data user community.
The final option discussed, a University-Based Centre, has this direct, immediate, on-site
connection. With such a facility, a sense of ownership, operations and policies would be
in the hands of the associated university members. It builds on existing data services,
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expertise and technology infrastructure within universities; it could use a hybrid
centralized/de-centralized system, where the Centre takes care of preservation and data
set processing and the associated members act as local facilities for access to data,
deposit of data, on-site advice, and training activities; scope of the agency is scalable and
could include NSERC and CIHR areas of science. Finally, digital archival research
activities would take advantage of proximity to university-based information science
researchers. The principal weakness of this option is that it lacks long-term stability. A
second weakness is that it would not necessarily have the authority to act as a national
voice in the international arena.
After examining and discussing all these options in detail, the Working Group concluded
that the nature of the Canadian federal system of government, new communication and
information technologies, the particular characteristics of the research community, and
the emerging needs of Canada’s knowledge economy, present a unique opportunity for
institutional innovation – the creation of a hybrid agency that combines the stability of a
separate statutory agency and the user community connections of a university-based
research centre.

8. Recommendations for the Implementation of a National
Research Data Archive Network
In order to build an effective national research data archiving service, one that best meets
the needs of Canada’s knowledge economy, fosters innovation, builds on the strengths of
existing infrastructure, ensures effective public stewardship and gives Canada a voice in
the international arena, the Working Group recommends that the Government of Canada
undertake the following:
•
•

•
•

Legislate the creation of a National Research Data Archive Network as a modified
version of a Separate Statutory Agency;
Require that this agency report to Parliament through either the Minister of Industry
or the Minister of Canadian Heritage, or – preferably – a combination of the two, in
an accountability structure similar to that of agencies such as the Climate Change
Secretariat;
Enable this agency to operate at arm’s length, in the same manner as the federal
research support councils;
Allocate operating funds directly to both the central facility and the nodes by annual
vote in Parliament, within the regular federal budget process, or alternately, flow
funding through participating federal research support councils, as occurs with the
Networks of Centres of Excellence.

Regarding the structures and operations of a National Research Data Archive Network,
the Working Group further recommends:
•

That the new agency develop a comprehensive service network, with a central facility
responsible for data management, standards development and preservation and a
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•
•
•

•

•

series of nodes, located within university research data services and other institutions
responsible for providing access, depository, training and consultation services for
researchers. It is suggested that institutions wishing to become nodes form a
consortium to seek initial infrastructure funding from the Canada Foundation for
Innovation and various provincial matching-fund research agencies;
That a Management Board be created to govern the National Research Data Archive
Network, composed of representatives from the various regions of Canada and the
various stakeholder groups that manage, use and produce research data;
That the agency develop, over time and in response to the identified needs of the
research community, a suite of research data access, management and preservation
services;
That the agency develop the capacity to further our knowledge and understanding of
information management sciences, ethical and legal frameworks, knowledge
management practices, and promote a culture of research data sharing within the
research community;
That the agency enter into formal co-operative working relationships with other
national institutions such as the National Archives and the National Library, and data
access and preservation agreements with major data producers such as Statistics
Canada and provincial statistical agencies;
That the agency be given the authority to act on behalf of the Government of Canada
in international negotiations related to research data management standards and
common practices.

Although the Working Group is convinced that the model outlined above would place
Canada at the forefront of data archiving and information science, and would
substantially increase the competitive advantage of the Canadian research community,
the members are also aware that the best or ideal solution is not always the most practical
or feasible. With this in mind, we suggest two alternative routes to establishing a National
Research Data Archive.
1) A SSHRC National Research Data Archive Network – following the approach
taken by the Economic and Social Research Council in the UK, this would involve
establishing a university-based facility and network under the auspices of SSHRC.
The agency would be accountable to the SSHRC Board of Directors. It would have
the same management and network structure, and range of services, as the option
outlined above. Such an agency would not require enabling legislation, since it would
fall within the research support function of the SSHRC mandate, but it would also
lack the long-term stability that legislation provides. It would benefit from a direct
connection with the research community, as well as from SSHRC’s working
relationships with major data producers such as Statistics Canada. Conceivably, it
would be scalable to include all areas of scientific and humanities research, and could
take advantage of SSHRC-funded research in information and archival sciences.
2) A Special Operating Agency within the National Archives of Canada – although
on the surface this may seem to be the most logical route for establishing a National
Research Data Archive, it should be noted that the Working Group heard very few
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voices recommending this course of action. Moreover, the investigation of research
data archives in other countries revealed that only one – the Danish Data Archive – is
directly attached to a national archive, and anecdotal evidence suggests that this
arrangement is having a detrimental effect. Nevertheless, the creation of a Special
Operating Agency within the National Archives could provide a simple solution. A
Special Operating Agency would be able to draw on the archival experience of the
National Archives staff, use existing facilities, as well as technical and administrative
infrastructure, and have the stature and authority to act as Canada’s voice in the
development of international standards and practices. As a Special Operating Agency
it would have a degree of autonomy within the management structure of the National
Archives, while still being accountable to the National Archivist. This would provide
greater stability than that of the now defunct Machine Readable Archives Division.
The most significant disadvantage of this approach is that the agency would not have
a direct, immediate connection with the research community, either through its
management structure or through the university data services. Although this could be
built, the agency would still have to exist within a federal government body whose
core mission is to preserve the national memory and the records of government, not
service the data needs of researchers.
Researchers are in agreement that the infrastructure to allow for sharing of research
data is long overdue in Canada and that we need to have a coherent infrastructure to
collect, document, share, and preserve digital research data. In particular, it is critical to
reduce the high costs of data collection and make files available for secondary analyses.
Submission from the University of Calgary,
Office of the Vice-President (Research)

9. The Cost of a National Research Data Archive Network
The amount of funding required to establish and maintain a national research data service
depends on the size and scope of its operations and on the range of services it provides.
The key consideration is to define the minimum level of funding that would be required
to provide an adequate level of services. Too small a funding base would not only restrict
the range of services that could be provided but might threaten the continuation of
funding. There is a danger that if the agency had to exist on too low a level of funding it
would become too narrowly focused on a limited number of disciplinary areas or types of
services. This in turn might arouse resentment from the users not being serviced and thus
jeopardise the continuation of funding.
Funding for a National Research Data Archive Network -- both the central facility and its
nodes -- should come through the Federal Government of Canada. Although
supplementary funding can be secured through other routes, such as R&D grants, the sale
of value-added data products and charges for speciality consultation services, general
agency operations should be funded this way. This is the only effective means to ensure
that the research data archive serves all Canadians, across all regions, has long-term
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stability, meets the needs of a broad range of researchers and research data producers in
academia, government, NGOs and the private sector.
A detailed costing of a National Research Data Archive Network, along the lines
recommended here, is beyond the resources currently available to the Working Group.
The international study of existing archives, however, provides a solid benchmark for the
levels of funding necessary to provide certain levels of services.
In current Canadian dollars, and once fully operational, the low end of an annual
operating budget for a full-service research data agency is approximately $3 million. As
pointed out by the Irish Data Archive feasibility study, approximately 40% would be
devoted to acquiring, processing, cataloguing and preserving data, while the remaining
60% would be spent on processes involved in servicing user needs.3
Initial infrastructure costs would depend on a range of factors, including the location and
size of the central preservation and processing facility, the number of nodes that join the
network, the distribution of specific functions between the nodes and the central facility,
and the overall capacity and complexity of the computing hardware. If the agency were to
be attached to Canada’s research institutions, rather than the National Archives or other
federal government department, infrastructure funding could be sought through the
Canada Foundation for Innovation and the various provincial matching-fund agencies.
The services provided by the network, and therefore its operational costs, could be scaled
up over time as both deposits and usage grows. This has been the usual route taken in
other countries. The volume of data held does not significantly affect operational costs,
since the price of digital storage is declining rapidly. Rather, the experience in other
countries is that data handling, management, and value-added services grow as the
research community uses the services and becomes aware of its real and potential
benefits.
10. Next Steps
In order to initiate the process of creating a National Research Data Archive Network, the
Working Group recommends the following:
•

•

3

The SSHRC Board and the National Archivist create a Steering Committee to initiate
the implementation process, including seeking the support of AUCC, CARL, HSSFC
and other relevant organizations, enlisting ministerial sponsorship if enabling
legislation is required, and securing participation of stakeholders to further develop
mandates and organizational structures;
This committee should establish appropriate contacts with Justice and Finance
Department officials, and officials from other relevant departments and agencies, to
begin the process of implementation and further develop the operational details of
the proposed new agency;
The Data Archive, University of Essex, “The Irish Data Archive Feasibility Project”, 1997, p.49.
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•
•
•

This steering committee should be given the responsibility for developing selection
criteria for the central facility and nodes of the National Research Data Archive
Network;
The committee should also advise on criteria for the composition of the Management
Board, if one is called for;
The Working Group strongly recommends that these activities begin as soon as is
feasible in order to make the case that a National Research Data Archive Network can
play a central role in furthering the Government of Canada’s Innovation Agenda.
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Appendix A
National Data Archive Consultation
Working Group and Resource Group Members
Chair -- Dr. John ApSimon, Science Advisor to the Deputy Minister, Environment
Canada
Dr. Alexandra Bal, School of Image Arts, Ryerson University
Dr. Paul Bernard, départment de sociologie, Université de Montréal
Professor Gérard Boismenu, départment de science politique, Université de Montréal
Mr. Ernie Boyko, Director, Library and Information Centre, Statistics Canada
Ms. Sue Bryant, Treasury Board Secretariat, Senior Project Co-ordinator, Public Key
Infrastructure Secretariat
Professor Joanne Burgess, départment d’histoire, Université du Québec à Montréal
Professor Joseph Desloges, Department of Geography, University of Toronto
Professor Luciana Duranti, Department of Library, Archival and Information Studies,
University of British Columbia
Ms. Fay Hjartarson, Director, Government Information Holdings Officer, Strategic
Policy and Planning Branch, National Library of Canada
Mr. Douglas Hodges, EPMS Project Manager, Information Technology Services,
National Library of Canada
Mr. Charles Humphrey, Data Librarian, University of Alberta
Professor José Igartua, départment d’histoire, Université du Québec à Montréal
Professor Ian Lancashire, Department of English, University of Toronto
Professor Matthew Mendelsohn, Department of Political Studies, Queen’s University
Dr. Michael Murphy, Director of the Rogers Communications Centre, Ryerson
University
Dr. Frits Pannekoek, Director, Information Resources, University of Calgary
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Mr. Michael Ridley, Chief Librarian, University of Guelph
Professor Geoffrey Rockwell, School of the Arts, McMaster University
Dr. Fraser Taylor, Department of Geography, Carleton University
Ms. Wendy Watkins, Data Librarian, Carleton University
Consultation Managers:
Ms. Yvette Hackett, Electronic Records Officer, Government Records Branch, National
Archives of Canada
Dr. David Moorman, Senior Policy Advisor, Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada
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Appendix B
Terms of Reference
Context
In June 2001, the National Archivist and the SSHRC Board of Directors accepted the
Phase One Needs Assessment Report of the National Data Archive Consultation,
including the recommendation that the consultation move to Phase Two. The SSHRC
Board also asked the Working Group to undertake activities to increase awareness of data
archiving issues amongst the research community and to explore the possibility of bring
new partner organizations into the consultation process. In addition, both the National
Archives and the SSHRC Board requested revisions to the original Terms of Reference
for Phase Two.

Terms of Reference for Phase Two
In Phase Two of the consultation, the Working Group, with the assistance of the
Resource Group, are asked to examine the following questions, and report back to the
SSHRC Board and the National Archivist:
•
•
•
•
•

Given that a new national research data archiving system or function is
recommended, how should it be implemented, what functions should it perform and
what institutional form should it take?
How can a data preservation and access system or function best take advantage of
emerging information and communication technologies to increase its efficiency and
effectiveness?
What should be the scope of holdings managed by a new system or function?
How should a new system or function deal with ethical and legal issues, such as
confidentiality, privacy, consent, intellectual property, copyright, and epistemological
concerns, as well as issues such as authenticity and security of data?
What is the most appropriate working relationship between a new system or function
and existing agencies such as the National Archives of Canada and the National
Library of Canada, particularly in relation to government-produced data? How should
duplication of responsibilities and services be avoided?

Upon completion of its investigations, the Working Group are asked to submit to the lead
agencies a full report on all matters, along with recommendations for action by the
Council, the National Archives, universities and other relevant bodies.
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Appendix C
International Models of Data Archiving Services
One project of the Research Sub-committee of the National Data Archive Consultation
was to investigate existing models of international data archiving services in the social
sciences and humanities. A template of functions and services was constructed by the
Sub-committee to guide the collection of information from thirty-six archiving and data
services that represent the leading international organizations of their kind (see Appendix
A for a complete list of these institutions). Detailed information was harvested from each
institution’s Web site completing as much of the template as possible from these online
sources. This research was followed by e-mail correspondence with each institution to
confirm the accuracy of the information gathered and to fill in details that were not
available on these Web sites. A total of twenty-two institutions participated in both
phases of this research, while information from only the Web was gathered on the
remaining fourteen services.
Twenty-eight of these institutions are dedicated to the social sciences while the other nine
serve the humanities. Five of the services in the humanities (ADS, VADS, HDS, PADS,
and the OTA) are specific subject-providers for the Arts and Humanities Data Service in
the United Kingdom. Most of the organizations are national, if not international, in
scope. Services whose focus seemed particularly regional were not included because of
our specific interest in national-level data archiving services.
The report below presents a typology of organizational models based on the investigation
of these thirty-six institutions. The description of these models is followed with a
summary of the characteristics used to construct this typology.
A Typology of Organizations for Data Archives
A typology of organizational models for data archives was developed from the findings
of this study. Based on the information from thirty-six existing international
organizations, three generalized models have been identified that summarize groupings of
characteristics amongst these institutions4. As generalizations, these three models may
not describe any one particular organization, but are intended to represent general
categories of organizational models. Like an arithmetic mean, the value of the mean may
not be any of the actual values upon which it is computed. Nevertheless, the mean is
taken as a representative value for the batch of numbers upon which it is derived.
Similarly, the three models below represent organizational characteristics of today’s
international data archiving services. While no single organization may be completely
described by one of the three models, the typology offers a fair summary of the current
mix of organizations.
4

An additional organizational model was identified during the deliberations of the Research Subcommittee. Although this model was not evident among the institutions of this study and furthermore was
deemed to be inappropriate by this Consultation for a national data archiving service, its description is
presented in Appendix C for the sake of completeness.
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Model A: The Topical Data Archive
This type of organization has a narrowly focused mandate to serve a specific field of
study or a few closely related disciplines. The location of the service is in a university
setting and is often attached to an individual academic department. The origin of the
mandate is likely to come from the host-university and the financial base for the service
dependents on in-kind support from the host. Additional financial resources are derived
through contract work and user fees. The complete budget will fall between $200,000
and $400,000 Cdn.
The organizational structure consists of one unit staffed by up to five full-time employees
and an equal number of part-time student employees. The level of data processing to
prepare materials for its archive and for dissemination is kept to one or two steps. The
formats in which materials are received are limited to a few widely accepted practices to
minimize the extent of processing required to accession products. Access to the
collection is provided through the Internet and the service’s dissemination strategy is
dependent on individual users retrieving products directly online. Off-the-shelf
technology is used to support the operations of the unit.
The unit is the only one of its kind in its country and is recognized by other institutions as
the national location for this service. Over time, the staff accumulate expertise in this
specialized service and eventually receive international recognition for the skills that they
develop.
Model B: The Agency-based Data Archive
This type of organization receives its mandate from the agency within which it
originated. This parent agency is likely to be a national institute or federal department
with a strong research mandate. The parent organization may choose to locate its data
archiving service on a university campus to maintain close contact with those researchers
with whom the agency has a working relationship. The data archive’s mandate is part of
the larger mandate of the parent organization. Institutional funding serves as the primary
source of revenue for the service, although its financial base may be supplemented with
cost recovery charges or user fees. The complete budget will range between $500,000
and $1,500,000 Cdn. Some operational expenses will be absorbed by the parent
organization, such as the overhead for administrative records and management, and
consequently, will not be specifically identified in the data archive’s budget.
The organizational structure consists of two to three units staffed by 10 to 30 full-time
employees. The number of part-time employees depends on the proximity of the service
to a university and the availability of student labour. Three or four processing steps are
taken to prepare data and documentation for its archive and for subsequent dissemination.
Materials are received in a variety of formats and converted to the archive’s standards.
These standards are published and available on the service’s web site. Access to the
collection is provided directly online as well as through a mediated service, which is
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required because of restrictions placed on products to ensure confidentiality. One staff
member is dedicated to negotiating and establishing privacy assurance on all data
products. Reference services are offered to assist patrons in locating data and to field
inquiries about products.
While this archive may not be the only one of its kind in its country, it is recognized as
the authoritative service for the type of research directly associated with its parent
organization. The staff develop a level of expertise that is acknowledged nationally and
internationally. They take leadership roles in national and international organizations
relevant to their areas of expertise and to the parent organization’s research interests. The
senior managers of the service participate in international projects and exchanges relating
to common data and research interests, including the development of new technology and
standards.
Model C: The Comprehensive Research Data Archive
The mandate of this data archive arises from a variety of communities sharing a common
interest and concern. These communities include academic researchers, policy analysts
in various levels of government and non-governmental agencies, civil servants charged
with preserving public information, individual citizens interested in access to
information, and participants in the Knowledge Economy who create and use research
data. Through legislation, a mandate is articulated to serve the interests of these
communities. The data archive is recognized as a national institution responsible for the
general principles established in legislation.
This service may have more than one physical location. For example, it may choose to
locate some of its operations on a university campus and other operations in close
proximity to major data producers. The primary source of revenue for its operations is
institutional funding, although it supplements this source through contract work with
major data-funding agencies and producers in the public and private sectors. The
complete budget ranges between $3,000,000 and $6,000,000 Cdn. Some operational
expenses may be contracted with other organizations, such as a university where a branch
operation is located.
The structure of the data archive consists of five or six major units that support
administration, archives/collections, technical support, research & development,
reference services/user support, and educational outreach. These functions require a staff
of between 60 and 100 employees, with up to 20 of these positions begin part-time. The
archives/collections unit is responsible for the selection of materials regardless of
discipline or field of study. Critical to the selection process is an assessment of the
research value of a data product. Up to six processing steps are utilized to prepare data
and documentation for its preservation and access.
Employing its own standards, the data archive receives and processes materials in a wide
range of formats that are subsequently converted to archival standards. Details about
these standards are not only easily accessible from the service’s web site but workshops
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about these standards are conducted for data producers as part of the organization’s
educational outreach. A sub-unit within archives/collections is dedicated to issues of
privacy and intellectual property to ensure that these rights are protected while also
ensuring that valuable research data are preserved. Conditions of access are negotiated
and managed by this sub-unit.
A reference services/user-support unit exists to help patrons access the collection. Some
of the data will be available unmediated online through the Internet. This unit will also
support access to other data that are restricted or have conditional requirements on their
use. Educational workshops will be conducted to prepare users to work with data in the
collection and to promote data literacy skills generally.
This service is recognized as having a national mandate for archiving research data.
However, it works closely with other national agencies, such as the National Library,
National Archives, and other archives in the country, to coordinate and ensure the
preservation of research data. The staff of the data archive are experts in their field,
which is acknowledged nationally and internationally, and are leaders in national and
international associations connected with their profession. Staff also engage the data
archive in international projects and data exchanges on behalf of their country. Its
research & development unit is internationally recognized for its adaptation and use of
technology to push back the frontiers in the preservation of and access to data.
This concludes the three generalized models for data archiving services summarized from
the characteristics of thirty-six existing institutions. The following section reviews the
findings upon which these generalizations were drawn.

The Research Findings
Below is a summary of findings from this research. See Appendix B for a complete
listing of the template of functions and services used to direct the gathering of
information for this project and Appendix D for the details collected about each
institution.
Physical Location
The majority of these organizations (25 in total) are located within a university, or a
department in a university. Four of the remaining services exist within a larger social
science institute. These include the SDA, SDB, SADA, and SIDOS. The rest of the
archives are independent organizations (TARKI, ICSSR, CIS, DDA, SA, ADP, and
WISDOM).
Legislated Mandate
Out of the 36 organizations, only six reported that they operate under the mandate of
some form of legislation. However, each of these services offered different
interpretations about what constitutes a legislated mandate. The CIS in Madrid operates
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under a Royal Decree from the Spanish government. This is a smaller organization that
also functions as a survey centre for the country. A larger organization, such as the
ICPSR, has its own constitution and bylaws, and directly serves a paid membership of
data providers and users. A few of the organizations fall under the legislation of their
host organization. For example, the ESSDA’s statue was set out and approved by Tartu
University, where the archive is located. The United Kingdom Humanities data service
providers under the AHDS are currently developing Service Level Agreements within an
umbrella organization that will define responsibilities and provide clear objectives.
Governing Body Structure
Twenty-two institutions indicate some form of governing body structure. Out of these
22, ten have a governing or advisory council made up of social scientists, researchers, or
institution representatives (universities, members, etc.) with specific interest in their
service’s data. The number of advisors on these Councils ranges between 6 and 35.
The remaining twelve organizations mention a larger entity or consortium that governs
their services. For example, ZA is governed by the German Social Science Infrastructure
Services. The Research Council of Norway is the governing body of the NSD, whose
governance structure appears to have other responsibilities and organizations on which to
focus. Another example includes the Slovenian ADP, which is governed by the Ministry
of Education, Science and Sports.
Agency Source of Mandate
With regard to the agency providing the source of mandate, eight organizations report to
a separate institute and eleven to the university in which they are located. Some
institutions receive their mandates from both their host university and a separate institute.
For example, the ISSDA’s mandate is set out jointly by the University College Dublin
and an independent institute. Most of the service providers of the Arts and Humanities
Data Service receive their mandate from the AHDS itself, although some of them do predate the AHDS (for example, the Oxford Text Archive). Other organizations, such as the
ICPSR and SADA receive their mandate from consortia or institutes for social research.
Only two organizations noted that they receive their mandate directly from the federal
government: the ICSSR in India, and the CIS in Spain. TARKI functions as a standalone organization with shareholders, and is therefore independent of any government
agency. The Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) in the United States appears to be
accountable only to its membership. Eight organizations do not have an agency-based
source of mandate.
Formal and Informal Relationships
In our follow-up with organizations, definitions of ‘formal’ and ‘informal’ relationships
tended to be interpreted by the respondents even though our Research Assistants offered
definitions. Formal relationships were described as agreements among institutions or
individuals regarding data sharing, exchange, or the provision of services, while informal
relationships emphasized associations with others without contractual commitments, such
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as a membership in IFDO or CESSDA. However, some organizations persisted in
defining their membership in IFDO or CESSDA as a formal relationship. For the
purposes of this report, memberships in another organization will be counted as informal
relationships.
Most archives noted several formal and informal relationships with other organizations or
individuals. Many said they maintained relationships with universities, university
departments, different levels of government (usually on a national level), international
data archive organizations, and other national data archives, including paid memberships
with other archives. Only CETH said they did not have formal relationships with any
other organization.
The most commonly reported relationships (22 in total) were with other national
institutes or data archives. Ten other institutions said that they maintained formal
relationships with university departments. Seventeen noted formal relationships with
international organizations, and six mentioned government or government departments.
The ICPSR, LDC and SSDA-ANU are the only ones maintaining a membership structure
with users.
A number of informal relationships were also mentioned. Most of these (17 in total)
seem to be regional in focus and of this group, four specified connections with
educational institutions. Twenty-one organizations noted that they are members of
CESSDA; fifteen belong to IFDO; and four identified their membership in the ICPSR.
As an example of another international affiliation, nine institutions mentioned association
with the International Social Survey Program.
Budget Summary
Seventeen organizations confirmed their budget information. These institutions generate
revenue through a variety of sources, including grants, in-kind support from host
institutions (usually universities), contract work, user fees, and some cost recovery.
Institutional Funding:
Institutional funding, defined as support from the organization’s host institution, is the
primary source of funding mentioned by most organizations (29 in total). Of these,
twelve organizations receive institutional funding that make up at least half their budget.
These include FSD (100%), SSJDA (100%), ESSDA (100%), SIDOS (90%), DDA
(90%), ZA (80%), SA (90%), CIS (79%), ISDC (70%) and SSD (65%), HDS (50-60%),
and UVA (50%). On the other hand, VADS, NSD, and the ICPSR report operating with
only 30%, 23%, and 11%, respectively, from institutional funding. Thirteen
organizations receive this type of support but did not indicate the proportion that this is of
their overall budgets. Three organizations, all service providers for the Arts and
Humanities Data Service, listed ‘in-kind’ support from their host institutions.
Granting Agencies:
Twenty-two organizations receive grants for their work, in varying proportions. PADS
receives 100% of their budget from grants; ADP, VADS and ADP reported 70%, NSD
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56%, and ADS, UVA and HDS 50%. The ICPSR generates 36% of its revenue from
grants. Four other institutions generate 15% or less of their budgets from grants.
Thirteen organizations did not confirm a percentage based on grants, while nine said that
they do not receive any grants.
User Fees:
Sixteen institutions charge user fees. Of these, seven did not specify the proportion of
their budgets based on this source. The remaining group noted that user fees make up a
small proportion of their revenue – usually under 5%. Only the ICPSR (31%), the ISDC
(20%), and the NSD (21%) received a larger percentage of their revenue from user fees.
Contract Work:
Eleven institutions receive revenue from contract work. The ADS generates 50% of its
income from contracts, which is the highest percentage reported for this source amongst
these organizations, followed by the ICPSR at 20% and the CIS at 16%. SIDOS, SSD,
SA and ADP generated 5% or less of their revenue from contract work. Four
organizations receive money from this source, but did not indicate what percentage it is
of their total budget. Sixteen organizations receive no revenue from contract work.
Other Sources:
Only five organizations reported other sources of revenue. These include Hungary’s
TARKI, which generates revenue from investments and stockholders. The ICPSR notes
2% of their revenue comes from ‘indirect cost recovery,’ while ADP and SSD (20% and
15%, respectively) cite one-time grants from their governments as part of their budgets
for a specific year. The UVA receives some funds from an endowment. The great
majority of organizations (31 in total) do not receive income from other sources.
Categories of Expenditures:
The major categories of expenditures listed by organizations were Staffing/Salaries,
Administration/Operations, Archives, Web Development, Publicity, and Technology.
"Travel/Conference" was mentioned by one organization. Some of those receiving inkind support from their host institution (such as the ADS, PADS, UVA, SA, and other
service providers of the AHDS) did not list operational services as part of their
expenditures. Most respondents did not go into great detail about their expenditures
listing only up to five categories of budget items. The UKDA and the SIDOS are the
exceptions, listing more than five.
Total Size of Budget:
Seventeen institutions reported total annual budget figures. The CIS operates with the
lowest budget, at just over $9,000 Cdn, followed by ADP from Slovenia at $42,000 Cdn.
The largest budgets are held by the ICPSR ($5.7 million Cdn.), the ZA ($5.03 million
Cdn.), the UKDA ($3.5 million Cdn.), and the DDA ($1.397 million Cdn). Budgets of
the other organizations range from $958,000 Cdn (SIDOS), $838,000 Cdn (FSD), to
$565,000 Cdn (ADS). VADS reported their budget as "confidential." The SA defined
their budget as ‘shared’ within NIWI, and could not provide a single figure.
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Staff
The largest organization is ICPSR, with over 100 staff. Those with 50-100 staff are ZA,
NSD, CIS, CIDSP, and the UKDA. ICSSR and SDB are staffed with between 20 and 50.
Six organizations have between 10 and 20 staff (SSD, FSD, DDA, SSDA, SSJDA, and
TARKI), and the rest are under 10 full-time equivalent staff. Ten of these employ less
than five staff.
Organizations were asked to categorize staff roles under three functions: Administrative,
Technical, and Professional categories. Professional was defined as archivists, data
librarians, or similar professional designations. Administrative includes managers,
directors, or other staff that focus on the operations of the service. Technical captures
those involved in technological aspects of the organization and its archive holdings.
Most respondents noted fewer than ten staff dedicated to any of these three functions.
The SA said, as with their budget, that being a part of NIWI meant that they could not
isolate the number of staff dedicated to administrative or technical functions. Several
organizations did not provide numbers for one or two of these functions.
Institutions were also asked to indicate the number of their staff who is dedicated to
‘preservation’ and ‘access’ functions. ‘Access’ includes anything regarding user support,
membership outreach, or other initiatives related to users and data. ‘Preservation’
focuses on procedures and operations to maintain the contents of its data archive.
Most organizations reported fewer than ten staff are dedicated to either preservation or
access. Eighteen archives did not respond to this question.
Temporary staff are employed by thirteen of the thirty-six institutions. Seven archives in
this group employ under ten temporary employees on an annual basis, while six employ
more than ten. Four organizations do not employ any, and nineteen archives did not
respond.
Organizational Structure
Over half of the institutions surveyed exist under ‘flat’ structures, with seventeen noting
they are designated as a single unit of operation. Larger organizations such as the UKDA
and the ICPSR have fifteen and five units, respectively. SIDOS, a medium-sized
organization, has six different organizational units. ADS, CIS, and NSD maintain four
units (although ADS noted that their units are not ‘formally defined’). Five organizations
maintain three units each (SDB, TARKI, HDS, LDC, ZA), while six institutions have two
units (ADPSS, SSJDA, DDA, FSD, SA, CIDSP).
The most frequently-stated unit division titles are Administration, Archive/Collections,
Technical, Research, User Support/Services, and Education. Some categories that
received a single mention were External Projects and Methodology, as well as
Eurobarometer by SIDOS.
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Scope of Archive
Twenty-eight organizations focus on the social sciences, five on history (including SSD
and UKDA, which also collect social science data), five on fine arts, and one on
linguistics. These organizations receive data from a great variety of sources, including
multiple sources. Many (26 in total) have a primary focus on researchers, academics, or
other data ‘creators’. Government departments or other public sector organizations
contribute data to sixteen organizations. Thirteen utilize commercial resources. Four
either generate their own data or receive it from an institution within which they are
located, and seven receive data from other organizations of a national scope within their
country. Only two noted that they collect data using an international exchange
partnership (ICPSR, ISDC).
Data collected are usually national in scope and focus on the country in which the
organization is located. One notable exception is the LDC, which collects linguistic data
from around the world, and another is the ICPSR and the ISDC, which are involved in
international data exchange.
Subject areas are varied. For example, the service providers for the Arts and Humanities
Data Service focus on one or two different subjects (e.g. PADS, ADS, VADS). Most of
the social science institutions collect in a wide range of fields compared to the humanities
archives, which seem to have a narrower collections mandate. A few organizations
collect across the social sciences and humanities. For example, the Swedish SSD collects
data in both the social sciences and history.
Twenty archives have written acquisition policies with sixteen of these policies being
accessible online. Seven archives do not have formal policies.
Eighteen organizations publicize their procedures for data depositors online, in varying
amounts of detail. Of the seventeen that do not publish deposit procedures, three of these
(CETH, UVA and CIS) are humanities services focusing on projects that arise within
their organizations.
Twelve organizations house topical sub-archives. These include both social science and
humanities archives. Sub-archives are divided by various criteria: qualitative and
quantitative research methods (FSD), literature by language of origin (UVA), source
format (linguistic categories at LDC) and subject (e.g. ICPSR, ESSDA, etc.). The UVA
had the highest number of sub-archives, totaling fourteen, while the remainder had
between two and five. Fourteen organizations responded that they do not maintain subarchives.
Depositing Data
Fifteen organizations reported information about the number of processing levels that
they employ after data are deposited. Of these, eight specified exact procedures. The
ISDC in Israel and the ICPSR in the United States use four to five levels of processing.
The NHDA in the Netherlands uses nine, ZA uses eight, and the FSD up to three. Smaller
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organizations, such as CETH, accept most formats, and their procedure involves simply
accessioning the dataset. The SSD in Sweden also differentiates between full and partial
processing, depending on the quality of the dataset deposited. Twenty-one organizations
did not state the number of procedures they use, but the step of accessioning datasets is
assumed.
Procedures most often mentioned are: checking for errors within the data, verifying
anonymization, creation of or checking documentation, conversion to accepted format,
standardization of markups in XML or SGML, creation of metadata or finding aids for
dataset, backups, and finally, data release.
Many archives accept a wide range of formats, particularly the humanities archives
preserving text-based data. Eighteen archives publish their accepted formats online for
depositors, while ten do not publish this information.
Twenty-four archives also publish on their web sites, or as hard copy documents, the
formats to which they convert data. CETH, at Rutgers University, maintains only XMLmarked texts, which are in a standard format. The most frequently mentioned formats
include SPSS (for social science data archives), PDF and TIFF (for codebooks or other
documentation), XML, DDI Standard (Data Documentation Initiative), ASCII and MS
Word.
Other descriptive standards mentioned most often include XML/ASCII, PDF, DDI , and
RTF. Twenty-two archives have their documentation descriptive standards published
online for depositors. Twelve organizations do not publish this information online, and
the UVA and CETH do not use descriptive standards.
Primarily, social science archives are concerned with anonymization of individual-level
data. Sixteen archives have a written policy that outlines their anonymization procedures
and priorities; most humanities archives did not specify this as a priority (other than the
History Data Service and the Archaeology Data Service for some kinds of data).
Sixteen archives have a written policy regarding off site storage of data, while twelve do
not. Most common formats for off site storage mentioned include RAID, CDs, diskettes
and backup tapes. Two of the five service providers for the AHDS (ADS and PADS)
mentioned that their policies for off site storage are in progress and under discussion with
the AHDS. This implies that all AHDS service providers may be coordinating this
function centrally with their umbrella organization.
Several archives noted that their disaster recovery procedures are linked to off-site
storage. This includes CIS, CETH, FSD, NHDA, ZA, and the SA. No archive noted a
complete written policy, although the ICPSR, ISDC, ADS, and PADS said their policies
are ‘in progress.’ Thirteen archives responded that they do not have a policy in place.
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User Groups and User Services
Thirty-three organizations note academic audiences as a major source of patrons.
Seventeen reported the proportion of academic users being between 80 to 100%, four
from 41 to 80% and two between 1 to 40%. Twelve institutions acknowledged that
academic users are part of their audience but did not give a percentage.
A lesser number agreed that other public users were amongst their audiences; ten
organizations estimated the percentage of other public users being between 1 and 40%.
Ten additional institutions did not give a percentage of users, but did list public
individuals or groups amongst their users. Nine archives do not have public users.
Twenty organizations note private or corporate users amongst their audience, but most of
these were under 40% of their users. Of these twenty organizations, twelve did not give
proportions compared to other user groups, and thirteen said they have no private users.
Only the CIS in Spain said 52% of their users are private or corporate.
With regard to services, all organizations publish a web site, with varying levels of
information and detail. A noted difference between large and small archives is that the
smaller organizations offered fewer services, and definitely fewer services online. Twelve
organizations offered reference services for users, and of these, three are service
providers to the Arts and Humanities Data Service. Six archives do not offer a reference
service. Fourteen offer reference service through contact with their staff, via e-mail or
phone. Most organizations operate their reference service like a call center, with service
offered through contact with their staff.
The majority (twenty-two) of the organizations provide some kind of training through
individual workshops or a more extensive ‘summer school’ program (like the ICPSR).
The CIDSP’s training program is primarily for their temporary staff, who are PhD
students at their institution. All of the organizations from AHDS provide workshops that
appear to be coordinated through their umbrella organization.
Publications created and disseminated by the organizations include newsletters, annual
reports, CD ROMS of data, publications on data and data archiving, and in the case of the
Arts and Humanities Data Service, “Guides to Good Practice” for humanities data
preservation and archiving. As mentioned previously, all of the organizations publish at
minimum a web site; all but four create other publications.
Fourteen organizations offer data extraction services. Some of these, such as the
humanities archives at CETH and ADS, consider data extraction to be the realization of
their own projects. Others, such as the CIS, do their own surveys and extract data from
these sources. Thirteen institutions reported that they do not extract data for patrons.
It appears that most national archives offer a mix of direct and indirect access to their
datasets. However, direct access to data files seems to be a current priority for many
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national archives. Twenty-five reported that they provide at least some direct access to
their collections. Some of these are through another coalition or organization. Twelve do
not offer any direct access.
Direct access appears to be what the majority of archives are working toward, if they do
not offer it at this time. Twenty-two offer mediated access to data, while nine do not
provide access in this way. Of these nine, the majority are humanities archives.
Service summaries reflect a wide range of priorities in terms of what these organizations
offer users. As well as the services discussed in the above paragraphs, most archives
maintain library functions, and many publish an online catalogue of their collection for
users to search. Some of the unique services reported include data analysis (NORC,
SSD, SA, ICPSR), software development (NSD, LDC, ZA, ICPSR, CETH), dataset
building (ISDC), the provision of fellowships for study (ICSSR), ‘data search’ services in
other archives (VADS, SSDA), and the creation of independent projects within
institutions (CETH). The CIS creates and disseminates their own surveys, and NORC
will design questionnaires and other data collection tools. Some also participate in
international projects and data exchange, such as the ICPSR.
Organizations such as the ICPSR and the UK Data Archive are very comprehensive in
the services that they offer users. Archives that are medium to large in size also tend to
be involved in international projects and data exchanges (LDC, ISDC, SSD, ZA,
NESSTAR members). Smaller archives with fewer services, include ADPSS in Italy,
SSJDA in Japan, ISSDA in Ireland, and CIS in Spain. The activity of these organizations
tends to stay within a national focus.
Monitoring Usage
Two of the most common metrics used to monitor the activity levels of data archives are
the size of their collections and the number of patrons whom they serve. For example, in
the 2000/2001 fiscal year the ICPSR added 372 data titles to its collection, which was an
eight-percent growth rate from the previous fiscal year. These new titles contained 1,835
data files or a four-percent increase from the previous fiscal year. Regarding patrons
served, the ICPSR disseminated five thousand gigabytes of data to its patrons. During
the same reporting period, the UKDA processed over 500 acquisitions and served 1,000
patrons who had placed 2,000 orders for a total of almost 9,000 data files. Over a threeyear period, this was an increase of 2,000 data files delivered to users.
Several archives record usage statistics based on Web traffic. The number of data and
documentation downloads is typical of this type of measurement. The OTA, for example,
reported over 18,000 downloads of electronic texts during the 1999/2000 fiscal year.
This electronic usage outnumbers OTA offline orders by a factor of 39. In addition to
file downloads, the number of user contacts is also captured from Web statistics. For
example, the ICPSR reported a growth in patron contacts as a result of more users relying
on the Internet for research and teaching. Over the past three fiscal years during which
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more ICPSR resources were made available online, they report an increase of more than
one thousand gigabytes of data being accessed.
Data archives also maintain usage statistics for other services. For example, the ICPSR
training program consistently supports a yearly enrolment of between 500 and 540
participants from a variety of disciplines and countries. In an another example, NSD
maintains statistics about researchers' use of their service to investigate projects for legal
compliance. NSD reports that this service has grown as much as 65% in a given year.
Reference services usually maintain their own statistics. During the 2000/2001 fiscal
year, UKDA staff fielded 332 post-order inquiries for assistance with data files, which
represents just one aspect of reference services. The ADS reported 174 total inquiries
during 2000, with these questions touching upon catalogue use, technical assistance, and
general archaeology information. The HDS received approximately 480 general
reference inquiries during this same period. As well as reference support, the OTA
provides technical assessments of grant applications. In the 2000/2001 reporting year,
OTA provided consultation on 125 grant applications.
Another statistic used by some data archives is the volume of licenses for software that
their service develops and distributes. For example, NSDstat, which is developed and
distributed by NSD, is licensed to approximately 2,000 institutions in Norway and 200
organizations internationally. While an exact number of individual users per license is
unknown, experience indicates that several individuals have access to NSDstat through a
single copy of the license.
Larger data archives may also record statistics about their international activities. For
example, the ZA reports that they consistently have 50 international scholars each year
doing on-site research with data at the ZA EUROLAB. The ZA also integrates the data
and documentation for a number of international projects, including the International
Social Survey Program for 38 countries and the Eurobarometers for the European
Commission.
Overall, data archives that offer comprehensive services (including training, software
development, and online access to data files) demonstrate significant usage by
researchers of a national and international scope.
Evaluative Functions
Fifteen organizations track the use of their data through publications of researchers, often
through requests to researchers to keep the archive informed about new work that arises
from the data that they have provided. A number of these note that, while they wish
tracking was mandatory, it is 'not enforced.' Twelve organizations do not track
publications, but two of these (PADS and ICPSR) said that a tracking tool is ‘in
development.’
Even fewer organizations track citations that refer to their collections. Only six report
that they perform this function. One of the humanities service providers for the Arts and
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Humanities Data Service, PADS, notes that this function is in development and should be
in place within two years. The ICPSR does publish a citation guide on their website for
researchers to use.
Thirteen institutions track usage of the data they provide directly to users via the web.
Several archives note that they simply track the hits on their direct data website and not
the usage of the data in a formal way. These include ICPSR, OTA, PADS, and NHDA.
The Linguistic Data Consortium in the United States only tracks usage if the data
depositor requests it. Thirteen archives report that they do not track data usage.
Maintaining an intellectual property policy is a major priority for twenty-seven
organizations, which is reflected the procedures they have written to protect creators’ or
researchers’ rights. Privacy policies seem to be more of a concern for social science
archives than ones in the humanities. In fact, three humanities archives (particularly
PADS, CETH and UVA) noted that they do not see the need for a privacy policy
regarding their data.
Technology
Responses to questions about technology were varied. Not all organizations responded to
this part of the questionnaire. Consequently, information was often gathered from web
sites, annual reports or other publications. For those that did respond, storage capacity
for the collection ranged from 4GB (SIDOS) to 83GB (NHDA). Archives supporting a
larger storage space include CETH (70GB), ICPSR (with high speed RAID disk storage),
and the SSD (50GB). The History Data Service, as part of the UK Data Archive, shares
storage space with its parent organization, and PADS noted that their systems will soon
move under the administration of their parent university.
Security protocols were mentioned by only two organizations, both of which noted that
their systems were protected by a firewall (in the case of the SA, by its parent
institution).
The most frequently mentioned platforms are Windows 95-2000, UNIX, NT4 servers,
Linux servers, and Sun 4500 Enterprise servers. Most of the organizations note that they
use open-source software, which permits them to customize programs to their needs.
Many mention using Microsoft Office for staff computers. RAID storage was mentioned
by a few institutions for the purpose of backup. Text archives, such as UVA and CETH,
also employ scanning programs, such as Photoshop for image manipulation and
OmniPage Pro for OCR text scanning.
Some archives use commercial databases, including Dbase, Data Perfect, Filemaker Pro,
FoxPro, Oracle, and Access. The most frequently mentioned statistical packages and
utilities include SPSS, SAS, and StatTransfer. Several organizations note the use of
XML (including DDI) as a coding convention, particularly in the humanities archives.
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Data Services and Archives in the Social Sciences and Humanities Included
in This Study
Acronym

Name and Country

ADP
ADPSS
ADS
CETH
CIDSP
CIS
DDA
ESSDA
FSD
HDS
ICPSR
ICSSR
IRSS
ISDC
ISSDA
LDC
NHDA
NORC
NSD
NZSRDA
OTA
PADS
SA
SADA
SDA
SDB
SIDOS
SSD
SSDA-ANU
SSJDA
TARKI
UKDA
UVA
VADS
WISDOM
ZA

Data Archive for Social Sciences, Slovenia
Data Archive for Social Sciences, Italy
Archaeology Data Service; part of the Arts and Humanities Data Service, UK
Center for Electronic Texts in the Humanities, USA
Information Centre for Socio-Political Data, France
Centre for Social Research, Spain
Danish Data Archives
Estonian Social Science Data Archives
Finnish Social Science Data Archive
History Data Service; part of the Arts and Humanities Data Service, UK
Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research, USA
Indian Council for Social Science Research
Howard W. Odum Institute for Research in Social Science, USA
Israel Social Sciences Center
Irish Social Science Data Archive
Linguistic Data Consortium, USA
Netherlands Historical Data Archive
National Opinion Research Center USA
Norwegian Social Science Data Services
New Zealand Social Research Data Archive
Oxford Text Archive; part of the Arts and Humanities Data Service, UK
Performing Arts Data Archive; part of the Arts and Humanities Data Service, UK
Steinmetz Archive, Netherlands
South African Data Archive
Sociological Data Archive, Czech Republic
Social Data Bank, Greece
Swiss Information and Data Archive Service for the Social Sciences
Swedish Social Science Data Service
Social Science Data Archive – Australian National University
Social Science Japan Data Archive
Social Research Centre Inc., Hungary
UK Data Archive, United Kingdom
Electronic Text Center, USA
Visual Arts Data Service; part of the Arts and Humanities Data Service, UK
Vienna Institute for Social Sciense Documentation and Methodology, Austria
Central Archive for Empirical Social Research, Germany
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Alphabetical Listing by Name of Institution
Data Archive for Social Sciences, Slovenia (ADP)
Data Archive for Social Sciences, Italy (ADPSS-Sociodata)
Archaeology Data Service; part of the Arts and Humanities Data Service, UK (ADS)
Center for Electronic Texts in the Humanities, USA (CETH)
Information Centre for Socio-Political Data, France (CIDSP)
Centre for Social Research, Spain (CIS)
Danish Data Archives (DDA)
Estonian Social Science Data Archives (ESSDA)
Finnish Social Science Data Archive (FSD)
History Data Service; part of the Arts and Humanities Data Service, UK (HDS)
Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research, USA (ICPSR)
Indian Council for Social Science Research (ICSSR)
Howard W. Odum Institute for Research in Social Science, USA (IRSS)
Israel Social Sciences Center (ISDC)
Irish Social Science Data Archive (ISSDA)
Linguistic Data Consortium, USA (LDC)
Netherlands Historical Data Archive (NHDA)
National Opinion Research Center USA (NORC)
Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD)
New Zealand Social Research Data Archive (NZSRDA)
Oxford Text Archive; part of the Arts and Humanities Data Service, UK (OTA)
Performing Arts Data Archive part of the Arts and Humanities Data Service, UK (PADS)
Steinmetz Archive, Netherlands (SA)
South African Data Archive (SADA)
Sociological Data Archive, Czech Republic (SDA)
Social Data Bank, Greece (SDB)
Swiss Information and Data Archive Service for the Social Sciences (SIDOS)
Swedish Social Science Data Service (SSD)
Social Science Data Archive - Australian National University (SSDA-ANU)
Social Science Japan Data Archive (SSJDA)
Social Research Centre Inc., Hungary (TARKI)
UK Data Archive, United Kingdom (UKDA)
Electronic Text Center, USA (UVA)
Visual Arts Data Service; part of the Arts and Humanities Data Service, UK (VADS)
Vienna Institute for Social Sciense Documentation and Methodology, Austria (WISDOM)
Central Archive for Empirical Social Research, Germany (ZA)
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The Volunteer-based Virtual Data Archive/Service
A fourth type of organizational model was identified during the deliberations of the
Research Sub-committee. This additional type is characterized as a Virtual Organization
(VO)5 existing on a distributed, wide-area network and staffed by volunteers sharing
digital resources. While none of the thirty-six organizations included in this study
embody this model, some projects outside of this research were identified as
exemplifying a VO. For example, the Gutenberg e-text project is supported by a group of
volunteers who key books, for which copyright has expired, into computer files. These
files are subsequently submitted to a central site on the Internet where the electronic
versions of these texts are available for dissemination. The Open Source community also
behaves like a VO. Volunteers develop software tools that are shared and maintained by
this community.
The Working and Resource Groups did not endorse the VO model as a recommended
institutional model for a Canadian national data archive. First, none of the findings from
the Sub-committee's research shed any light on the VO model. Secondly, the Groups'
debate about this model raised some serious concerns. There was however support to
have the recommended institution perform research into potential uses of the VO model
for some of its functions. This investigation would be conducted as part of the research
and development agenda of this new Canadian institution.
The points below summarize the advantages and disadvantages of the VO model
discussed by the Groups. This information documents the completeness of the models
considered by the Consultation.
1. What are the disadvantages of a Virtual Organization Model?
1.1 Quality Control. A volunteer organization complicates ensuring adequate quality
control over the operations essential to the service. This is particularly true of very
complex tasks. The greater the complexity, the more difficult to ensure quality
control in a volunteer setting.
1.2 Comprehensive Service. A volunteer organization does well those things in which
the volunteers are interested and from which they benefit. Therefore, such an
organization is unlikely to provide a comprehensive service that performs not only
the interesting tasks, but also the tedious ones. One might envision the results of
turning over the preservation of the Census to genealogists. Pockets of material
might be well preserved while other areas where volunteers do not have as great an
interest would likely disappear through neglect.
5

For a discussion of virtual organizations, see "The Anatomy of the Grid: enabling scalable virtual
organizations," Ian Foster, Carl Kesselman, and Steven Tuecke, The International Journal of
High Performance Computing Applications, vol. 15(3), 2001.
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1.3 Level of Expertise. Expertise in a volunteer organization is likely to be diffuse and
consequently, remain at an amateur level. This could be particularly detrimental
regarding tasks that require specialized training for which the skills are not widely
held.
1.4 Accountability and Responsibility. A volunteer organization is not answerable to
others and difficult to manage because volunteers cannot be expected to do tasks in
which they are not interested. Typically those who do the volunteer work have
disproportionate control over what is done precisely because they choose to do only
those things that interest them. As a result, setting priorities and sustaining strategic
directions is more difficult with volunteers. Furthermore, volunteer organizations
run the risk of becoming insular and isolationist.
1.5 Permanence. A model dependent on volunteers is only as strong as the community
donating its labour. If the volunteer community is built around the personality of one
individual, the community runs the risk of expiring upon the retirement, death, or
career change of this person.
1.6 Security and Confidentiality. A volunteer organization will have difficulty
addressing security and confidentiality concerns because it depends on a large
number of relatively unsupervised volunteers who may not have the professional
obligations or credentials to entrust security and confidentiality.
2. What are the advantages of the Volunteer Organization Model?
2.1 Community Involvement. A volunteer community can involve the larger community
so they understand the need for data preservation and the value of professional
preservation. A volunteer organization has the advantage of involving the very
people whose political support are needed.
2.2 Using Underutilized Resources. A volunteer organization can leverage underutilized
resources, especially processing and storage resources available over the network.
For example, there is a significant number of PCs on the net that are idle all day. An
appropriately designed screen saver or peer-to-peer tool could be distributed to
volunteers that would exploit the excess processing and storage capacity on most
networked personal computers.
2.3 Saving Money. The volunteer organization has the virtue of being cheap. Anything
done by volunteers is something that does not have to be paid for if done properly.
That said, it should be recognized that there are costs associated with setting up a
volunteer organization that would not be otherwise incurred.
2.4 Cultivating Donors. A major issue in the success of a research data archive is getting
the community to contribute to the archive. A volunteer organization is one way to
cultivate educated donors. Those who are participating in a project are more likely
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to donate appropriately to it and spread the word that donations are appreciated. The
point is to find ways that members of the community can contribute. For example,
there will need to be the development of migration or emulation tools in order to
maintain access to research data. These tools could be developed following the
Open Source model, which has proven successful elsewhere. By definition, research
migration tools need to be open to ensure that users of research data can evaluate the
processes that affect their data.
2.5 Extending Service. A volunteer organization could deal with donations that are
outside the mandate or capability of a central archive. Should grey areas be
encountered with data that for some reason fall outside the definition of research
data, a volunteer community may be able to assist with such problematic content.
For example, donations from industry that are not research data or donations that are
arguably publications could be handled gracefully without alienating the donor. As
such, the volunteer community would provide a companion organization to the main
archive. By taking on well-defined tasks outside the core mandate of the main
archive, the volunteer community frees the main archive to concentrate on its core
mandate. A volunteer organization could be also provide coordinated services with
other organizations that are beyond the research data mandate.
There was a sense that certain aspects of a VO could be incorporated with other
organizational models to complement and enrich a national data archive. This would
entail a balance between volunteers working in a supportive community with the staff of
a national data archive.
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Appendix D
Outline of Institutional Options for a National Research Data Archive
This appendix outlines various options for institutional options for a new National
Research Data Network.
The models incorporate the thinking of the Working Group members, the input from the
UK and Norwegian Data Archive directors, information gathered from a variety of
stakeholders throughout the consultation process, and draws on advice received from the
Privy Council Office and the Treasury Board.
In general, existing data archives around the world do not follow any specific model. All
were shaped by the particular national context in which they were created. What they do
have in common, however, is an underlying objective of ensuring that information
gathered through the research process, or gathered for research purposes, should be
effectively preserved and managed so that it is available to researchers for the purposes of
creating new knowledge.
The models outlined here take into consideration this underlying objective as well as the
particular context of the Canadian research community, the nature of Canadian research
support mechanisms, and institutional structures and public governance systems.

1) New Division of the National Archives of Canada
Description:
• New division created within the existing National Archives operational, management
and accountability structures;
• Requirements: re-formulation of the NA mandate; a-base increase to the NA budget;
new personnel with expertise to operate a research-oriented data archive; facilities,
administrative support and technology infrastructure;
Strengths:
• Takes advantage of existing and well-established operational, management and
accountability structures;
• Takes advantage of existing archival culture and first-rate archival infrastructure;
• Does not require legislation or a change in the structures of the federal government;
• New division would be able to build on existing support services (e.g. human
resources, accounting and payroll, IT support, etc.).
Weaknesses:
• Requires an expansion and re-formulation of the existing NA mandate;
• Requires a new type of service orientation, tailored to the needs of the research
community rather than the general public;
• Single, centralised location under the direct control of the federal government, and,
therefore, regarded as part of the federal bureaucracy;
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Does not have an existing, well-established relationship with the broad research
community;
Does not have a direct, on-going link with university data services;
Currently, does not have the necessary space for a new division in its Ottawa
facilities;
Funding subject to changes in National Archives and overall federal budget priorities.

2) Special Operating Agency, attached to the National Archives of Canada
(e.g. Passport Office)
Description:
• From Framework for Alternative Program Delivery: “This is an operational unit of a
department that the Treasury Board has designated as an SOA. It operates within the
departmental legislative framework and Treasury Board policies, and is accountable
to the deputy head. A framework document and business plan establish
accountability. These agencies promote a more businesslike approach within the
departmental context. They have tailored authorities and flexibility delegated from
the department and the Treasury Board”.
• Requirements: authorisation by the Treasury Board and support from the National
Archivist; re-formulation of the NA mandate; A-base increase to the NA budget; new
personnel with expertise to operate a research-oriented data archive; facilities,
administrative support and technology infrastructure.
Strengths:
• Has operational flexibility and a degree of independence within the National Archives
departmental structure (accountable directly to the National Archivist);
• Takes advantage of existing and well-established operational structures;
• Takes advantage of existing archival culture and first-rate archival infrastructure;
• Does not require legislation or a change in the structures of the federal government;
• New division would be able to use existing support services (e.g. human resources,
accounting and payroll, IT support, etc.).
Weaknesses:
• Requires an expansion and re-formulation of the existing NA mandate;
• Single, centralised location under the direct control of the federal government, and,
therefore, regarded as part of the federal bureaucracy;
• Would have to establish a relationship with the broad research community;
• Would have to develop direct, on-going links with universities;
• Currently, does not have the necessary space for a new division in its Ottawa
facilities;
• Funding subject to changes in National Archives and overall federal budget priorities.
3) Separate Statutory Agency (e.g. Canadian Space Agency, Statistics Canada)
Description:
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From Framework for Alternative Program Delivery: “Separate agencies are
components of the Public Service…They operate under constituent legislation and are
responsible to a minister and deputy head. These organisations operate within the
policy framework set out by the minister.”
Requirements: Act of Parliament; annual vote in Parliament, within the budget
process, for operating funds; facilities, staff, administrative support and technology
infrastructure;
The agency also requires a home department, probably Industry Canada, and a
minister willing to promote its establishment.

Strengths:
• Would become a permanent institution, secured by legislation;
• Could be considered as an element in the current Innovation Agenda, focused on
research, capacity building, stewardship and international competitiveness;
• Clear lines of authority and accountability within the federal government structures;
• Would have a ministerial champion, and if under Industry Canada, a key minister
within Cabinet;
• Given its legislated status, the agency would most likely be able to secure a
substantial budget, right from start-up;
• Both infrastructure and operational funding would come from a single source;
• Like StatsCan, the agency would have the potential, and the means, to develop a
reputation as a “trusted system”;
• Would have official national representation status in the international arena.
Weaknesses:
• Would require legislation, and therefore, a ministerial champion in Parliament;
• Could be a complex and lengthy process, one that is subject to the legislative agenda,
reactions by the opposition in Parliament, government priorities, etc.
• May not be seen as a project large enough, or significant enough, for legislation;
• Would be seen by academics as a federal agency, and would have to work to establish
a relationship with the research community;
• Creates a somewhat centralized facility, but one that could establish regional offices
at universities.
4) Departmental Corporation (e.g. National Research Council)
Description:
• From Framework for Alternative Program Delivery: “This is a corporation
established by an Act of Parliament…It performs administrative, research,
supervisory or regulatory functions. It is subject to the same administrative
requirements and controls as departments, but it has increased decision-making
independence from government.”
• Requirements: Act of Parliament; annual vote in Parliament, within the budget
process, for operating funds; facilities, staff, administrative support and technology
infrastructure;
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The agency also requires a home department, probably Industry Canada, and a
minister willing to promote its establishment.

Strengths:
• Essentially the same as for a Separate Statutory Agency;
• In addition, would have the same “arm’s length” relationship as the research councils,
allowing for considerable independence of action;
• Arm’s length status would allow for a closer relationship with research community
than otherwise;
• Would have official national representation status in the international arena.
Weaknesses:
• Essentially the same as for a Statutory Agency, except the scale of the agency may be
more appropriate for a Departmental Corporation;
• Slightly less secure long-term status than a Statutory Agency, but would still be
considered a permanent body of the federal government (as permanent as, say,
SSHRC);
• Creates a centralized facility, but one that could establish regional offices at
universities.
5) Public Partnership (e.g. Canadian Centre for Justice Statistics)
Description:
• From Framework for Alternative Program Delivery: “This is a relationship formed
when the federal government and other levels of government or governmental
organizations agree to work co-operatively toward shared or compatible objectives.
The partnership is based on a formal agreement specifying its purpose and nature, and
the terms and conditions governing it, such as financing, staffing and reporting. The
specific instrument may be established pursuant to Governor-in-Council approval.
This category includes joint enterprises, which are corporations jointly owned by the
federal government with other levels of government.”
• Requirements: Order-in-Council to establish the agency; champion within Cabinet
to promote the initiative; agreement with the provinces on a wide range of issues;
offices, facilities, staff, administrative support and technology infrastructure.
Strengths:
• Follows precedents for the creation of bodies similar to a data archiving agency;
• Order-in-Council establishes permanency almost as strong as legislation;
• Potentially broadens the scope of the agency to include a direct connection with
provincial statistical agencies;
• Relatively secure funding, but from multiple sources.
Weaknesses:
• Exceptionally complicated processes to follow;
• Requires negotiating agreements between numerous players, may prove lengthy;
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Would require a strong and committed champion within Cabinet;
Subject to the policy and budget priorities of up to 14 different governments;
Does not have the arm’s length status of a Departmental Corporation or independence
of a Statutory Agency.

6) University-based Centre (e.g. TRIUMF, Univ. of British Columbia)
Description:
• A research support centre, based on a university campus, operated as a joint venture
by associated members (universities), with a financial contribution from SSHRC;
• Application would be made to the Canada Foundation for Innovation for
infrastructure start-up costs;
• Operational funding would flow through SSHRC to the centre. The centre would be
accountable to the SSHRC President and Board of Directors;
• Each associated member would constitute a node in the centre’s network, and would
have a seat on the Board of Management;
• Every Canadian university with a research data service would be eligible to become
an associated member, and would both benefit from, and be responsible for, the
operations of the centre;
• The Board of Management would be responsible for overseeing the operations of the
centre, and setting general policy directions;
• A Director would be responsible for management of the centre, day-to-day
operations, human resources, financial transactions, and reporting;
• The Director would be assisted by Advisory Committees composed of both data users
and archival experts;
• The location of the centre could be selected through a SSHRC-managed peer-review
competitive process amongst the associated members.
• Requirements: a supplement to the SSHRC A-base budget dedicated to the centre
(flow through funds); application to CFI for infrastructure funding; a site selection
process; creation of governance and organizational structures; offices, facilities, staff,
administrative support and technology infrastructure.
Strengths:
• Follows an established model for locating a federally funded research facility on a
university campus;
• Direct, immediate, on-site connection with the research community;
• Ownership, operations and policies would be in the hands of the university associated
members;
• Builds on the existing data services, expertise and technology infrastructure within
universities;
• Could use a hybrid centralized/de-centralized system, where the centre takes care of
preservation and data set processing and the associated members act as local facilities
for access to data, deposit of data, on-site advice, and educational activities;
• Associated members could include non-university bodies such as provincial archives;
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Scope of the agency is scalable, could include NSERC and CIHR areas of science,
with associated funding agreements with these agencies;
Digital archival research activities would take advantage of proximity to university
based information science researchers.

Weaknesses:
• Lacks the assured long-term stability that comes with legislation;
• No directly equivalent institutional models in the social sciences;
• Funding would come from two, and possible more, sources – CFI and SSHRC
• CFI funding would require 60% matching funds (although it may be possible to draw
on provincial matching funds programs);
• Governance structure would involve many partners and be relatively complex;
• Not all associated members would have the same level of resources to provide local
services;
• May not have official national representation status in the international arena.
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